
Pk’s Perspectives …Everyone is Different 

	 Do you ever find yourself thinking that most other Christians are experiencing God more 
deeply than you are; or wonder if something is wrong with you because you’re not experiencing 
Jesus like others?  I wrestle with these kinds of thoughts and I’m fairly certain I’m not alone in this.  
The Bible is full of examples of those who envy or resent or covet other people’s relationships. Cain 
envied Abel’s relationship with God. Jacob and Esau fought over their father Isaac’s blessing. Jesus’ 
disciples argued about who would be the greatest in the kingdom of God. The human desire/need for 
intimacy and relationship is present in each of these stories.

 Is it possible that we don’t experience God like everyone else because God didn’t intend us to?  
Could it be that we’re missing an important aspect about authentic, intimate relationship with God?  My 
experience of quiet time with Jesus probably looks and sounds different than yours; your experience of 
quiet time probably looks and sounds different than your best friend’s does. This is how it should be; there 
is no Scriptural blueprint or rigid ritual for personal worship apart from “Enter His presence…” or “Give, 
pray, and fast in secret…”  In fact, our experience of God will look and sound different from one day to the 
next!  Does every conversation you have with your spouse or best friend sound exactly the same?  NO!  
And neither should your private conversations with Jesus have a ritualistic sameness.    
 Personal worship is an inward experience of the heart that leads to an outward manifestation of 
your faith. It’s not supposed to feel functional; conversations with Jesus are intimate/rich/transforming. It’s 
recognizing the holiness of God, who He has created us to be, and how our relationship to Him transforms 
our life’s purpose.  We don’t need a one-size-fits-all relationship with God.  God uniquely formed each of 
us. One of the things I learned while parenting boys is that I had to approach each one differently when it 
came to meaningful conversations if I wanted my words to seep beneath their teenaged angst. If we each 
experience life differently (we do!), won’t those differences influence how we experience conversations 
with Jesus?  God — your loving Father — will always speak to you at times and in ways that clearly 
resonate with your heart. 
 In Gary Thomas’ book Sacred Pathways, he describes nine ways we can interact with God that are 
based on how our personalities are wired. You may find yourself relating to more than one. Which 
pathways do you most identify with? 

• Enthusiasts:  Worship and celebration are words that appeal to you. You desire inspiration and feel 
close to God when you are inspired. 

• Naturalists:  You experience God best out in nature — in His world. You feel closest to God on a hike, 
sitting beside a brook or river, or simply being outside. 

• Sensates:  You appreciate beauty, art and music. You feel closest to God when listening to music, 
working with your hands or viewing art or photography. 

• Activists:  You want to be part of a social or evangelistic cause. You feel close to God taking faith-
risks, and you seek growing dependence on Him while striving for justice and against evil. 

• Traditionalists:  You are drawn to God through ritual, symbol and sacrifice. You need something 
tangible to do to draw close to God. 

• Caregivers:  You love God best by loving people. You feel close to God when serving the poor, 
hosting people in your home or helping with a church event. 

• Intellectuals:  You experience God best with your mind. You love to study and have a need to learn 
new things about God. 

• Contemplatives:  You worship God best through adoration. You love digging into a good book or 
engaging in a thoughtful discussion. 

• Ascetics:  You need quiet, solitude and simplicity to feel close to God. You benefit from a silent retreat 
away from your phone and other external distractions. 

 Discern how God has wired your heart for a life of worship; avoid the trap of comparisons with 
other believers. Ask Jesus to transform your life from the inside out.  Grace & peace, love you.  PK.


